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Part I. What to Write



Goals of the lab report

• Planning and preparation

• Performing an experiment

• Taking good lab notes

• Analyzing data

• Discussing what that data means 

• Conclusions - What did you learn?

– This is the ultimate goal - effectively communicating what you did and 
why the results are significant!
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The Rules

• Written Report Template is available online. Download it now.

http://cbe.engr.uconn.edu/wp-

content/uploads/sites/1814/2016/11/memotemplate.doc

• Written Report Grading Rubric is available online. Download it now.

http://cheglabs.engr.uconn.edu/WrittenReportRubric.pdf
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The Rules

• Page limit will be strictly enforced. Content not included in the first 15

pages of text will be “unacceptable”. You should embed figures, and

primary figures are included. You can include additional figures in the

appendix and the would NOT count toward the page limit.

• You must have 10 properly formatted primary references from the peer-

reviewed literature. It would be an astonishing coincidence if many of these

primary references are the same within the class.

– Google Scholar Search “drug delivery hydrogel” => 229,000

– Google Scholar Search “chemical vapor deposition” => 22,200 – in 2015 alone!

– Google Scholar Search “3D print* microreactor” => 5,880

• Your figures should at least be formatted differently from the members of

your group.
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Parts of the report

• Template is available online. Download it now.

http://cheglabs.engr.uconn.edu/15%20page%20report%20template.pdf

• Introductory material:

– Title page (as described in the template)

– Abstract

– Table of contents (if the report is long, with many distinct sections)

• Body of the report:

– Introduction/Background/Theory

 Including ‘Broader Applications’

– Apparatus and materials used
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Parts of the report

• Body of the report (continued):

– Experimental details/procedure

– Safety considerations

– Results (including important figures) – NOT the same as members of

your group!

– Discussion (what do your results mean, in context)

– Conclusions

– Recommendations (optional)
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Parts of the report

• Appendices

– Nomenclature:

– References: at least 10 primary, peer-reviewed references

– Lab Notebook Copies (optional):

– SDS Information:

– Sample Calculations:

– Calibration Curves:
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Abstract

• Abstract

– The most important part of a report!

– Should be a concise overview of the report

One paragraph 200-300 words

What was the purpose of the experiment?

What did you do?

How did you do it?

What are the major results and conclusions?

– No figures, tables, or over-complication

– Write it last, based on the body of work
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Introduction/Background/Theory

• Some Do’s

– Be concise - the problem, it’s importance, and the motivation for the report

– Synopsis of relevant theory and equations

– Enough info that a competent engineer could get the gist of what you are

talking about

– Use references to back up your theory/explanations (At least 10 primary

peer-reviewed references, most of them will be here.)

– The last sentence gives a concise statement of what you intend to do.

(“Here we <did X> <using Y> …. Etc.”)
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Introduction/Background/Theory

• Some Dont’s

– Excessive detail (this isn’t a textbook)

– Extensive theory or equations (ditto)

– No conclusions or recommendations (save for later)
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Experimental

• Apparatus

– A neat schematic drawing, labeled, with dimensions and a caption.

– A brief description of the most relevant equipment and analysis

methods

• Procedure

– Use paragraphs instead of bullets

– Use a hierarchical organization

– Should be a template for others to reproduce your work

– Read through afterwards - could you follow this as a recipe?

– SHOULD NOT: refer to steps specific to your equipment; others

probably will use different tools!
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Experimental

• Safety:

– State any hazards associated with equipment and chemicals

SDS - read them, put them in the appendix

– Define appropriate precautions to avoid accidents

– Suggest safety-related improvements to equipment, procedures, and

analytical methods
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Results

• Objectively present important facts from the observed data

• For clarity, other information can be added: intermediate results; a basic

calculation; important assumptions

• Don’t just include figures or tables - interpretation or explanation is

needed!

• Only include the most pertinent results (i.e., not everything but the kitchen

sink…)
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Results

• Raw data and intermediate calculations can go in the appendix

• Don’t double-dip: don’t have a figure and then present the same data as a

table

• Be quantitative, not qualitative

• Include uncertainty analysis, error propagation, statistics, and discussion of

possible errors
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Discussion

• The discussion should be a critical interpretation and evaluation of the

results, in the context of the greater experiment and literature

– What is the significance of the results, and how does it impact the

application of the technology?

– Reliability and accuracy: sources of error and their impact

– A comparison of the observed results with those expected or predicted

by theory or those obtained by other groups. A discussion of why they

might be different

• Results and discussion are often combined – this makes it somewhat easier

on the reader, as they don’t have to flip back and forth between sections
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Conclusions and Recommendations

• Conclusions should be based on the results, rather than opinion or

speculation

• Look back at your objectives for the experiment - did you answer your

questions?

• For each objective, you should have a corresponding conclusion that can be

arrived at in the context of having evaluated the results
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Conclusions and Recommendations

• List the conclusions in the order of their importance

• Any recommendations for improvement or expansion of the experiment

may be included here

• Recommendations should be specific and factual.

– i.e. “I didn’t like this experiment, it sucked and we shouldn’t do it” =

not helpful
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References

• Correctly cited references are a required part of your report!

– Use the ACS style guide http://library.williams.edu/citing/styles/acs.php#reference

– Evans, D. A.; Fitch, D. M.; Smith, T. E.; Cee, V. J. Application of Complex Aldol Reactions to
the Total Synthesis of Phorboxazole B. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2000, 122, 10033-10046.

• We expect 10 primary peer-reviewed references.

– NOT textbooks

– NOT web pages

• Not attributing sources of information is considered academic dishonesty
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Part II. How to Write Well

September 3 2015



Write what you Know

Know your audience

Know your material
• Some sections are much easier to write than others. There is no 

reason to write sections in order. You will learn more as you go.

• Writing before you fully understood your material can be helpful 
to you, but are not very helpful to the reader!

Start with an outline
• Know what each paragraph needs to convey.

• The sequence of paragraphs should make logical sense. If they 
don’t, re-arrange them.



Revise, Revise, Revise

Revise to clarify and simplify. Technical revisions can 
shorten a document by 50%.

Revision can take as long as writing, or longer. 



What is the Structure 
of a paper?

• Abstract: [200-300 Words]

• Introduction, Theory, and Broader 
Applications: [2-3 Pages] 

• Apparatus and Procedure: [1 Page + 
Equipment Diagram] 

• Safety Considerations: [1/2 – 1 Page]
Results and Discussion: [7-9 Pages]

• Conclusions and Recommendations: 
[1-2 Pages]

• Appendices

What order should you 
write these?

Detailed templates are available!

http://cheglabs.engr.uconn.edu/15%20page%20report%20template.pdf

• Abstract: LAST

• Introduction, Theory, and Broader 
Applications: THIRD

• Apparatus and Procedure: FIRST

• Safety Considerations: FIRST

• Results and Discussion: SECOND

• Conclusions and Recommendations: 
THIRD

• Appendices



Annotated example taken from Nature 435, 114-118 (5 May 2005).

Structure of a Great Abstract



Recommended Self-study

• https://cgi.duke.edu/web/sciwriting/
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Lesson I

Subjects/Actions

Principles

Examples

Worksheet

Lesson II

Cohesion/Emphasis

Principles

Examples

Worksheet

Lesson III

Simplicity

Principles

Examples

Worksheet

https://cgi.duke.edu/web/sciwriting/index.php?action=lesson1
https://cgi.duke.edu/web/sciwriting/index.php?action=lesson1#principles
https://cgi.duke.edu/web/sciwriting/index.php?action=lesson1#examples
https://cgi.duke.edu/web/sciwriting/index.php?action=lesson1#worksheet
https://cgi.duke.edu/web/sciwriting/index.php?action=lesson2
https://cgi.duke.edu/web/sciwriting/index.php?action=lesson2#principles
https://cgi.duke.edu/web/sciwriting/index.php?action=lesson2#examples
https://cgi.duke.edu/web/sciwriting/index.php?action=lesson2#worksheet
https://cgi.duke.edu/web/sciwriting/index.php?action=lesson3
https://cgi.duke.edu/web/sciwriting/index.php?action=lesson3#principles
https://cgi.duke.edu/web/sciwriting/index.php?action=lesson3#examples
https://cgi.duke.edu/web/sciwriting/index.php?action=lesson3#worksheet


SUBJECTS AND ACTIONS

• Sentences usually communicate 2 main pieces 
of information: 1) who is the sentence about, 
and 2) what did they do? 

• You can help readers find this information 
using cues in your sentence structure.



LESSON 1: SUBJECTS AND ACTIONS

• Put characters in subjects

• Put actions in verbs

• Keep subjects near actions



Put characters in subjects

• The character is the actor (the entity 
performing the action).

• Readers expect the main character in a clause 
to be found in the subject.

• Characters can be (and often are) abstract 
nouns, like expression level or exon usage.



Sentence
The movement in the liquid medium of the 
bacteria was accomplished by microflagella.

Revision
The bacteria move themselves in the 
liquid medium with microflagella.

Subject
movement

Character
bacteria

Subject
bacteria

Character
bacteria

You Try: Put characters in subjects



AND: One Character per Paragraph

• A cohesive paragraph should be about a 
related set of ideas about a related topic.

• Try to make sure the character stays the same 
in a single paragraph.

• Make sure that character is the subject of 
each sentence.



You Try: Find the Subjects

• To understand human evolution, genomes 
from related primates are necessary. For 
example, identification of features common 
among primates or unique to humans will 
require several primate genomes. 
Fortunately, scientists can now do such 
genome-wide exploration; in the past 5 
years, the community has released several 
nonhuman primate genome sequences.



You Try: Find the Subjects

• To understand human evolution, genomes 
from related primates are necessary. For 
example, identification of features common 
among primates or unique to humans will 
require several primate genomes. 
Fortunately, scientists can now do such 
genome-wide exploration; in the past 5 
years, the community has released several 
nonhuman primate genome sequences.



After revision

• To understand human evolution, genomes 
from related primates are necessary. For 
example, several primate genomes are 
needed to identify features common to 
primates or unique to humans. Fortunately, 
such genome-wide exploration is now a 
reality; in the past 5 years, genome 
sequences of several nonhuman primates 
have been released.



After revision

• To understand human evolution, genomes 
from related primates are necessary. For 
example, several primate genomes are 
needed to identify features common to 
primates or unique to humans. Fortunately, 
such genome-wide exploration is now a 
reality; in the past 5 years, genome 
sequences of several nonhuman primates 
have been released.



Action Nominalization

to regulate regulation

to analyze analysis

to occur occurance

to understand understanding

to investigate investigation

to delineate deliniation

to perform performance

Put actions in verbs



You Try: Put action in verbs

Original Verb Action
·We performed an analysis on the data Performed Analysis

Original Verb Action
·We analyzed the data analyze analyze



Keep subjects near verbs

• When these two pieces of information are far 
apart, that usually means one of them isn't 
arriving until the end of the sentence.

• In science writing, this is often caused by long, 
complex subjects.

• When this happens, readers must re-read the 
sentence, now that they know the action.



You Try: Keep subjects near verbs

• Original: Peanuts, shrimp, almonds, milk or 
anything else with lactose, and wheat or 
anything with gluten all represent things that 
people are commonly allergic to.

• Revision: People are commonly allergic to 
peanuts, shrimp, almonds, milk or anything 
else with lactose, and wheat or anything with 
gluten.



You Try: Keep subjects near verbs

• Original: Farmers that understand the 
difference between the soil requirements of 
plants when they are seedlings and their 
requirements when they are mature are in 
high demand.

• Revision: Farmers are in high demand if they 
can understand the difference between the 
soil requirements of plants when they are 
seedlings and their requirements when they 
are mature.



LESSON 2: COHERENCE

• Put new information last

• Use passive voice judiciously

• Make sure the first and last sentences of a 
paragraph match (or, at least the first one 
introduces the main idea).



LESSON 3: SIMPLICITY

• Omit needless words (excessive hedging, 
ineffectual phrases)

• Prefer simple words

• Use simple subjects

• Use adjectives/adverbs frugally

• Use consistent terminonology



Simplify!!

Instead of Try

a large majority of most

has the capacity to can

whether or not whether

are in agreement agree

subsequent to after

at this point in time now

due to the fact that because

in the event that if

a new initiative an initiative

the question as to whether whether

both cultures were equally affected the cultures were equally affected



We’re not Impressed!

Instead of Consider

elucidate show

putative (nothing)

methodology method

utilize use

etiology cause



Stop Hedging

• We estimated that as much as 12-18% 
(depending on the tissue) of inter-species 
differences in gene expression levels might be 
explained, at least in part, by changes in DNA 
methylation patterns.

Differences in DNA methylation could explain 

12-18% of differences in gene expression.



CLEAR AND SIMPLE 

 Know your purpose
 Know your audience.
 Know your material.
 Budget sufficient time to outline, draft, and revise.

 Start with a document outline.
Write down the purpose of each paragraph
 Rearrange paragraph order until the logic makes sense 

 Each paragraph has a single purpose.
 Begin new paragraphs with a topic or summary sentence
 Subsequent sentences give essential detail
 For clarity, make sure either subjects are the same in a paragraph, or 

information builds systematically
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CLEAR AND SIMPLE 

Sentences are short and clear.
Subject is the character
Verb is the action
Subject and verb are close to each other, usually at the beginning 

of the sentence.
Use active voice (first person is preferable to passive voice)

Words chosen for maximum efficiency.
Use the simplest accurate word
Never vary terminology in a document
Avoid hedging
Avoid adjectives and adverbs
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Activity 1: Abstract Group

• Cross out stuff that does not belong in the 
abstract

• Rearrange sentences to adhere to order. What 
is missing?

• Re-write the crucial paragraph
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Activity 2: Paragraph Structure

• Does the paragraph have a single purpose?

• Does the paragraph begin with a topic 
sentence?

• Highlight all the subjects of the sentences. Are 
they similar?
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Activity 3: Sentence Structure

• Is the subject the character?

• Is the verb the action?

• Are subject and verb next to each other?

• Has passive voice been avoided??
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Activity 4: Word efficiency

• Are overly complex words used?

• Does terminology vary?

• Is there hedging?

• Are there too many adjectives or adverbs?
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